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Jurists and Jurisprudence in Medieval Italy is an original collection of texts exemplifying medieval Italian jurisprudence, known as the ius commune. Translated for the first time into English, many of the texts exist only in early printed editions and manuscripts. Featuring commentaries by leading medieval civil law jurists, notably Azo Portius, Accursius, Albertus Gandinus,
Bartolus of Sassoferrato, and Baldus de Ubaldis, this book covers a wide range of topics, including how to teach and study law, the production of legal texts, the ethical norms guiding practitioners, civil and criminal procedures, and family matters. The translations, together with context-setting introductions, highlight fundamental legal concepts and practices and the
milieu in which jurists operated. They offer entry points for exploring perennial subjects such as the professionalization of lawyers, the tangled relationship between law and morality, the role of gender in the socio-legal order, and the extent to which the ius commune can be considered an autonomous system of law.
Remains of the Jews studies the rise of Christian Empire in late antiquity (300-550 C.E.) through the dense and complex manner in which Christian authors wrote about Jews in the charged space of the holy land. The book employs contemporary cultural studies, particularly postcolonial criticism, to read Christian writings about holy land Jews as colonial writings. These
writings created a cultural context in which Christians viewed themselves as powerfuland in which, perhaps, Jews were able to construct a posture of resistance to this new Christian Empire. Remains of the Jews reexamines familiar types of literaturebiblical interpretation, histories, sermons, lettersfrom a new perspective in order to understand how power and
resistance shaped religious identities in the later Roman Empire.
The Codex Amiatinus and its “Sister” Bibles examines the full Bibles made at Wearmouth–Jarrow under Ceolfrith (d. 716) and Bede (d. 735), and the circumstances of their production. Amiatinus is the oldest Latin full Bible to survive largely intact.
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Asserts that Jerome's Latin translation of the Hebrew Bible was motivated, inter alia, by a desire to provide the Christian world with a new instrument in its polemic against Judaism. In Jerome's view, the Septuagint, which was written before Jesus' time and lacked a Christological perspective, could not be effective in confronting rabbinic interpretations of the Bible which denied the fulfillment of biblical prophecies in the
person of Jesus. Consequently, a new translation was needed, based on an allegorical, figurative interpretation of the Bible, which would coordinate biblical prophecies with their realization in Christianity.
The tradition of Old Hispanic liturgical chant is here examined through a new methodology, enabling striking new insights into its use.
El Gran diccionario de la Biblia recoge las aportaciones principales de la exégesis y teología bíblicas, y lo hace en torno a dos ejes. El primero es la historia narrada por la Biblia, que constituye un momento importante del despliegue de la humanidad, al menos desde la perspectiva de Occidente. El segundo es la palabra proclamada por la Biblia, fuente de inspiración estética, moral y religiosa de una parte significativa de la
humanidad. Xabier Pikaza introduce a sus lectores en el extenso mundo de la Biblia de un modo culturalmente rico, respetando las tradiciones de las diversas iglesias, pero desde la perspectiva de una modernidad en la que deben dialogar y dialogan diversas formas de entender y proyectar la vida humana. Este diccionario es una obra accesible, que puede servir de ayuda a las personas que se acerquen al estudio de la Biblia,
pero también es una obra seria y rigurosa, que, a través de su sistema de remisiones y de sus ricas referencias bibliográficas, facilitará a las personas iniciadas en el estudio de los textos sagrados e incluso a los estudiosos profundizar en su acercamiento a la Palabra de Dios.
The Debate between William Tyndale and George Joye in Its Historical and Theological Context
Essays in Honor of John H. Sailhamer
The Divine Office in Anglo-Saxon England, 597-c.1000
Faith, the Fount of Exegesis
For the Sake of Learning (2 vols)
Gran diccionario de la Biblia
Samuel

En esta edición revisada y actualizada de un clásico moderno, Bryant Myers muestra cómo la misión cristiana puede contribuir a desmantelar la pobreza y el mal social. Integrando los mejores principios y prácticas de la comunidad internacional de desarrollo, el pensamiento y la
experiencia de las organizaciones no gubernamentales (ONG) cristianas de todo el mundo, y un marco teológico para el desarrollo transformacional, Myers demuestra lo que es posible cuando dejamos de tratar los dominios espirituales y físicos de la vida como separados y no
relacionados. "Fe, Pobreza y Desarrollo" es un libro para todos aquellos que participan en la misión alrededor del mundo, ya sea en el terreno, o en el aula, oficina de ministerio, o iglesia local.
This volume is a collection of essays written by former students and colleagues of the late John H. Sailhamer. It includes scholarly treatments of compositional and canonical issues across the Tanakh. These essays are presented in honor of the memory and the legacy of Dr. Sailhamer.
This book is a response to a desire expressed by the then Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger (the future Pope Benedict XVI) who called for a diachronic study of the results of the historical-critical method. The study of the last 150-200 years of biblical research shows how the claim to scientific
rigor made in many works, that is, the claim to have obtained results comparable in their certainty to those of the natural sciences, is clearly unrealistic. This is a comprehensive analysis of the results of almost two centuries of the historical-critical method in two areas: the investigation
into the sources of the Pentateuch and the study of the figure of the prophet. It reveals the philosophical and cultural presuppositions which influenced the development of exegesis and it's most notable hypotheses, demonstrating the world of prejudices which frequently have
conditioned the exegesis called "scientific". It also engages the characteristic dimensions of the Catholic interpretation of the Old Testament, attempting to unify the two basic dimensions of the exegetical method: history and theology. Overcoming the disconnect between "scientific"
exegesis and "believing" theology is one of the great contemporary challenges to the intellectus fidei. This dualism cannot be overcome simply by a call to greater devotion or the generous intention of adding pious commentary to an exegesis which has not, from the beginning, been
based on faith. This book provides a positive contribution to the hermeneutical problem at the heart of current exegetical debate, the status of exegesis, addressing such questions as: Does exegesis have a theological character? Should it have one? If it does have one, would it not then
lose its scientific character? Thus one arrives at the main question: how can one conceive of an exegesis that is at the same time critical and theological? How can faith be the foundation of exegesis from the beginning? Could Faith really be the "Fount of Exegesis"? Ê
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By situating it in its historical and theological context, Translating Resurrection presents an original look at the fascinating but little-known debate between William Tyndale and George Joye about their beliefs concerning post-mortem existence at the beginning of the English Reformation.
This study deals with Latin texts from the twelfth to the fifteenth century that discuss the emendation of the Latin Bible. After consideration of the medieval terminology for different versions of the Bible, it offers an overview of the transmission of the Latin Bible in the Middle Ages and its medieval editions. A survey of the cult of Jerome precedes an investigation of statements by textual critics about the status of the Vulgate and other versions of the Bible. The
main body of the work is dedicated to the authors’ views of the textual tradition by examining their statements on the status of Hebrew, Greek and Latin manuscripts for the emendation of the Latin Bible. Finally, this study explores the struggle between consuetudo and veritas and the role of grammar in the emendation of the Latin Bible.
In this tribute to Anthony Grafton, fifty-eight contributors present new research across the many areas in which Grafton has been active in the history of scholarship and learned culture.
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Papers Presented at the Thirteenth International Conference on Patristic Studies Held in Oxford, 1999

Midrash is arguably the most ancient genre of Jewish literature, forming a voluminous body of scriptural exegesis over the course of centuries. There is hardly anything in the ancient rabbinic universe that was not taught through this medium. The diversity and development
of that creative profusion are presented here in a new light. The contributors cover a broad range of texts, from late antiquity to the modern period and from all the centres of literary creativity, including non-rabbinic and non-Jewish literature, so that the full extent
of the modes and transformations of Midrash can be fully appreciated. A comprehensive introduction situates Midrash in its historical and cultural setting, pointing to creative adaptations within the tradition and providing a sense of the variety of genres and applications
discussed in the body of the book. Bringing together an impressive array of the leading names in the field, the volume is innovative in both its scope and content, seeking to open a new period in the study of Midrash and its creative role in the formation of culture. It
should be of interest to all scholars of Jewish studies, as well as to a wider readership interested in the interrelationships between hermeneutics, culture, and creativity, and especially in the afterlife of a classical genre and its ability to inspire new creativity in
many forms. Contributors: Philip Alexander, Sebastian Brock, Jacob Elbaum, Michael Fishbane, Robert Hayward, William Horbury, Sara Japhet, Ephraim Kanarfogel, Naftali Loewenthal, Ivan G. Marcus, Alison Salvesen, Marc Saperstein, Chava Turniansky, Piet van Boxel, Joanna
Weinberg, Benjamin Williams, Elliot Wolfson, Eli Yassif.
Durante largos años como misionero y experto en ecumenismo, Hans-Ruedi Weber ha hecho viva y accesible la Biblia a miles de personas a través de los estudios bíblicos que ha dirigido con grupos de las más diversas culturas, contextos y situaciones. Además, ha enseñado a
centenares de cristianos a aprovechar sus capacidades para ayudar a grades y pequeños grupos a descubrir más profundamente el mensaje bíblico. En este breve manual nos ofrece lo que él ha descubierto en relación al estudio bíblico en grupo durante tantos años de
experiencia. Según él, dicho estudio puede centrarse en la Biblia no sólo como documento literario, sino también como tradición oral en forma de narraciones y cantos, como dramatización cúltica y simbólica, como Palabra visible a través del arte y como fuente de
meditación. A cada uno de estos cinco enfoques dedica un capítulo, ilustrando cómo han sido utilizados a lo largo de la historia de la Iglesia y ofreciendo sugerencias prácticas y ya probadas para animar el estudio actual de la Biblia. Hans-Ruedi Weber, que perteneció al
comité directivo del Consejo Mundial de las Iglesias desde 1955 hasta que se retiró en 1988, se ha dedicado a la animación de grupos de estudios bíblicos desde 1971.
Readers may be surprised at the complex course that many biblical texts traveled between original composition and inclusion in the Jewish or Christian canons of Scripture. Four different patterns of development are examined and evaluated in this study.
Job 28 as Poetry
The Codex Amiatinus and its “Sister” Bibles: Scripture, Liturgy, and Art in the Milieu of the Venerable Bede
Text and Canon
The Biblical Interpretation of William of Alton
Rhetoric and Tradition
The Case of Spain and New Spain
Jurists and Jurisprudence in Medieval Italy
The papers in this collection commemorate the quincentennial of the Columbian encounter with the New World. They focus on religion in Spain and New Spain during the years immediately surrounding Columbus' first voyage, providing background on events in the age of
exploration.
Comprehensive and learned translation of these texts affords insight into Abelard's thinking over a much longer sweep of time and offers snapshots of the great twelfth-century philosopher and theologian in a variety of contexts.
An accessible account of the Bible in the Middle Ages that traces the formation of the medieval canon.
Fe, pobreza y desarrollo
Principios y prácticas del desarrollo transformador
El libro que me lee : Manual para formadores en el estudio de la Biblia
Rumors of Wisdom
Passion, Persecution, and Epiphany in Early Jewish Literature
Remains of the Jews
Glosas marginales de Vetus Latina en Biblias Vulgatas españolas
This volume examines Jewish literature produced from c. 700 B.C.E. to c. 200 C.E. from a socio-theological perspective. In this context, it offers a scholarly attempt to understand how the ancient Jewish psyche dealt with times of extreme turmoil and how Jewish theology
altered to meet the challenges experienced. The volume explores various early Jewish literature, including both the canonical and apocryphal scripture. Here, reference is often made to a divine epiphany (a moment of unexpected and prodigious revelation or insight) as a
response to abuse, suffering and passion. Many of the chapters deal with these issues in relation to the Antiochan crisis of 169 to 164 B.C.E. in Judea, one of the more notable periods of oppression. This watershed event appears to have served as a catalyst for the new
apocalyptic texts which were produced up until c. 200 C.E, and which reflect a new theological dynamic in Judaism – one that informed subsequent Christianity and Rabbinic Judaism. Passion, Persecution and Epiphany in Early Jewish Literature will be of interest to anyone
working on the Bible (both Masoretic and LXX) and early Jewish literature, as well as students of Jewish history and the Levant in the classical period.
In today's increasingly electronic world, we say our personality traits are "hard-wired" and we "replay" our memories. But we use a different metaphor when we speak of someone "reading" another's mind or a desire to "turn over a new leaf"—these phrases refer to the "book
of the self," an idea that dates from the beginnings of Western culture. Eric Jager traces the history and psychology of the self-as-text concept from antiquity to the modern day. He focuses especially on the Middle Ages, when the metaphor of a "book of the heart" modeled
on the manuscript codex attained its most vivid expressions in literature and art. For instance, medieval saints' legends tell of martyrs whose hearts recorded divine inscriptions; lyrics and romances feature lovers whose hearts are inscribed with their passion; paintings
depict hearts as books; and medieval scribes even produced manuscript codices shaped like hearts. "The Book of the Heart provides a fresh perspective on the influence of the book as artifact on our language and culture. Reading this book broadens our appreciation of the
relationship between things and ideas."—Henry Petroski, author of The Book on the Bookshelf
No description available.
The Book of the Heart
1-2 Macabeos
La vida como es
Psalmi, Threni and the Easter Vigil Canticles
Midrash Unbound
Die Septuaginta zwischen Judentum und Christentum
Letters of Peter Abelard, Beyond the Personal
The history of biblical translations in Arabic— their emergence, characteristics, and historical-cultural backdrop — still remains largely uncharted. This book presents a fresh investigation into Arabic versions of the Pentateuch.
The Sentences Commentary of Giles of Viterbo embodies the intellectual and spiritual vision of a major church reformer and Renaissance scholar. The present edition publishes the entire Commentary for the first time.
In addition to the classical literary corpus, Chrysostom, like many other educated Christians, relied upon the Scriptures as an equally important source. Focusing on the use which writers made of the Scriptures in order to convey their moral, social, and theological ideas, this study is unique in that it offers a detailed analysis of patristic rhetoric against the background of the scriptural corpus. A close examination
of a wide range of Greek exegetical and homiletic writings, in particularly the newly-available edition of the Greek Catena, reveals that the Fathers wrote and preached in accordance with well-established literary conventions. Chrysostom, his Antiochene colleagues and his Alexandrian rivals approached the biblical text with a full appreciation of the methods formulated by their predecessors. The evidence of
the exegetes' meticulous and calculated use of the biblical text contradicts the present scholarly tendency to describe the homiletic literary output as spontaneous and free-flowing. For the first time, Chrysostom is examined not in an isolated way, but in the wider context of Antiochene and Alexandrian exegesis, and their respective theological ideologies. When studying the wider aspects of the Fathers' methods
of interpretation, it becomes clear that the study of ideas cannot be separated from the study of their modes of expression.
Arabic Versions of the Pentateuch
Interpretation of Scripture
An Introduction to the Medieval Bible
Inspiration and Authority in the Middle Ages
Vetus Latina: Verzeichnis der Sigel für Handschriften und Kirchenschriftsteller, von B. Fischer. 1949
Essays in Honor of Anthony Grafton
Transformations and Innovations
Inspiration and Authority in the Middle Ages rethinks the role of prophecy in the Middle Ages by examining how professional theologians responded to new assertions of divine inspiration. Drawing on fresh archival research and detailed study of unpublished manuscript sources from the twelfth to fourteenth centuries, this volume argues that the task of defining prophetic authority became a crucial intellectual and cultural
enterprise as university-trained theologians confronted prophetic claims from lay mystics, radical Franciscans, and other unprecedented visionaries. In the process, these theologians redescribed their own activities as prophetic by locating inspiration not in special predictions or ecstatic visions but in natural forms of understanding and in the daily work of ecclesiastical teaching and ministry. Instead of containing the spread
of prophetic privilege, however, scholastic assessments of prophecy from Peter Lombard and Thomas Aquinas to Peter John Olivi and Nicholas Trevet opened space for claims of divine insight to proliferate beyond the control of theologians. By the turn of the fourteenth century, secular Italian humanists could lay claim to prophetic authority on the basis of their intellectual powers and literary practices. From Hugh of St
Victor to Albertino Mussato, reflections on and debates over prophecy reveal medieval clerics, scholars, and reformers reshaping the contours of religious authority, the boundaries of sanctity and sacred texts, and the relationship of tradition to the new voices of the Late Middle Ages.
Starting from the theory of scriptural interpretation elaborated by Hugh of St. Victor, the Augustinian Canons of twelfth-century St. Victor in Paris were leading theorists and practitioners of scriptural exegesis. This volume contains translations of the exegetical theories elaborated in Hugh of St. Victors (d. 1141) Didascalicon, On Sacred Scripture and its Authors, The Diligent Examiner, and On the Sacraments (prologues);
Andrew of St. Victors (d. 1175) prologues to select commentaries; Richard of St. Victors (d. 1173) Book of Notes and Apocalypse commentary; Godfrey of St. Victors Fountain of Philosophy; Robert of Meluns Sentences; and the anonymous Speculum on the Mysteries of the Church.
Whether you re a marketer with development skills or a full-on web developer/analyst, Practical Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager for Developers shows you how to implement Google Analytics using Google Tag Manager to jumpstart your web analytics measurement. There s a reason that so many organizations use Google Analytics. Effective collection of data with Google Analytics can reduce customer
acquisition costs, provide priceless feedback on new product initiatives, and offer insights that will grow a customer or client base. So where does Google Tag Manager fit in? Google Tag Manager allows for unprecedented collaboration between marketing and technical teams, lightning fast updates to your site, and standardization of the most common tags for on-site tracking an d marketing efforts. To achieve the rich data
you're really after to better serve your users needs, you'll need the tools Google Tag Manager provides for a best-in-class implementation of Google Analytics measurement on your site. Written by data evangelist and Google Analytics expert Jonathan Weber and the team at LunaMetrics, this book offers foundational knowledge, a collection of practical Google Tag Manager recipes, well-tested best practices, and
troubleshooting tips to get your implementation in tip-top condition. It covers topics including: • Google Analytics implementation via Google Tag Manager • How to customize Google Analytics for your unique situation • Using Google Tag Manager to track and analyze interactions across multiple devices and touch points • How to extract data from Google Analytics and use Google BigQuery to analyze Big Data questions
What You'll Learn Implementation approaches for Google Analytics, including common pitfalls and troubleshooting strategies. How to use tools like Google Tag Manager and jQuery to jumpstart your Google Analytics implementation. How to track metrics beyond page views to other critical user interactions, such as clicks on outbound links or downloads, scrolling and page engagement, usage of AJAX forms, and much more.
How to incorporate additional, customized data into Google Analytics to track individual users or enrich data about their behavior. Who This Book Is For Web developers, data analysts, and marketers with a basic familiarity with Google Analytics from an end-user perspective, as well as some knowledge of HTML and JavaScript.
Prophets and Their Critics from Scholasticism to Humanism
Book Catalogues
The Holy Land and Christian Empire in Late Antiquity
El texto Antioqueno de la biblia Griega
A Comparative Study of Jewish, Christian, and Muslim Sources

This study brings together literary and philological criticism to offer a reading of Job 28 as poetry. The heart of the study consists of two major sections. The first is an interpretation of the poem against the heroic deeds of ancient kings described in Mesopotamian
royal narratives, especially the Gilgamesh epic. The second is a thorough philological and textual commentary which employs an aesthetic rationale for restoring the text of the poem as a work of art. The study reveals a multileveled masterpiece whose complexity impacts how
one reads Job 28 as poetry and theology.
El texto antioqueno de la Bib ... /N. Fernández.-v.3.
Studies of medieval Biblical interpretation usually focus on the printed literature, neglecting the vast majority of relevant works. Timothy Bellamah offers a groundbreaking examination of the exegesis of William of Alton, a thirteenth-century Dominican regent master at
Paris whose commentaries have never previously appeared in print. As a near contemporary of Hugh of St. Cher, Bonaventure, Albert the Great, and Thomas Aquinas, William was an important representative of university exegesis at a time of rapidly changing methods and
remarkable intellectual development. His commentaries are valuable resources for understanding Biblical study of the thirteenth century, in the schoolroom and in the pulpit. Yet study of William's work has been impeded by the dubious authenticity of numerous commentaries
questionably attributed to him over the centuries. Bellamah addresses these complex problems by unearthing evidence of authorship in each commentary's style and methodology. This inquiry employs the traits of William's commentaries as criteria for constituting a list of
works that can be reliably attributed to him, which, in turn, provides a crucial basis for studying his exegesis. William was a man of his time, but even more than his contemporaries he was deeply interested in history and the literal sense, which he understood to be the
intention of Scripture's authors, divine and human. He took a keen interest in Biblical history and put to use a wide array of procedures for textual, linguistic, and rhetorical analysis. At the same time, he remained aware of the spiritual senses and the diverse elements
of the exegetical and theological tradition in which he stood.
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